Indian summer monsoon precipitation is significantly modulated by synoptic-scale tropical low pressure areas (LPAs), the strongest of which are known as monsoon depressions (MDs). Despite their apparent importance, previous studies attempting to constrain the fraction of monsoon precipitation for which such systems are responsible have yielded an unsatisfyingly wide range of estimates. Here, a variant of the DBSCAN algorithm is implemented to identify nontrivial, coherent rainfall structures in TRMM-3B42 precipitation data. Using theoretical considerations and an idealised model, an effective capture radius is computed to be 200 km, providing upper-bound attribution fractions of 57% (17%) for LPAs (MDs) over the monsoon core zone and 44% (12%) over all India. These results are also placed in the context of simpler attribution techniques. A climatology of these clusters suggests that the central Bay of Bengal (BoB) is the region of strongest synoptic organisation. A k-means clustering technique is used to identify four distinct partitions of LPA (and two of MD) track, and their regional contributions to monsoon precipitation are assessed. Most synoptic rainfall over India is attributable to short-lived LPAs originating at the head of the BoB, though longer-lived systems are required to bring rain to west India and east Pakistan. Secondary contributions from systems originating in the Arabian Sea and south BoB are shown to be important for west Pakistan and Sri Lanka respectively. Finally, a database of precipitating-event types is used to show that small-scale deep convection happens independently of MDs, whereas the density of larger-scale convective and stratiform events are sensitive to their presence-justifying the use of a noise-rejecting algorithm.
Introduction
Monsoon depressions (MDs) are synoptic-scale disturbances that typically spin up near the head of the Bay of Bengal, before moving northwestward over peninsular India (Sikka 1977; Hurley and Boos 2015; Hunt et al. 2016a) . While it is known that they are associated with both widespread (Godbole 1977; Mooley and Shukla 1989; Stano et al. 2002; Hunt et al. 2016b ) and heavy (Ajayamohan et al. 2010; Fletcher et al. 2018; Hunt et al. 2018b ) precipitation in central and northwest India, both the fraction of total seasonal rainfall for which they are responsible and its spatial variation (see Jadhav 2002 ) have garnered divergent estimates: 10% over the Ganges basin area (Dhar and Bhattacharya 1973) , 27% for central India (and 14% for all India; Mooley and Shukla 1989) , to as much as 50% for all India (Yoon and Chen 2005) . MDs are accompanied during the monsoon season by weaker, more numerous disturbances known as monsoon low-pressure areas (LPAs), which are also significant rain-bringers, though less often associated with periods of extreme rainfall. Attribution of monsoonal rainfall to LPAs was considered by Hurley and Boos (2015) , who found that the value is sensitive to the choice of radius one uses to ascertain 'association', retrieving numbers in the monsoon core zone from around 40% for a radius of 500 km to over 80% for rainfall within 1000 km of the LPA centre. Praveen et al. (2015) simply attributed all rainfall occurring on days with a LPA present and concluded that 60% of monsoon precipitation was due to such systems.
Recently, Hunt et al. (2016a) developed a method to identify and track Indian monsoon depressions in a way 1 3 consistent with definitions used by the India Meteorological Department. Their tracks, along with a 20 years record of high quality satellite observations of tropical rainfall through the tropical rainfall measuring mission (TRMM) multisatellite precipitation analysis (Huffman et al. 2007) , make it possible to accurately estimate the contribution of monsoon depressions to both mean and extreme rainfall. However, questions about how to best make this estimate remain. Rainfall around monsoon depressions tends to be highest to the southwest of MD centre (Roy and Roy 1930; Ramanathan and Ramakrishnan 1933; Pisharoty and Asnani 1957; Rajamani and Rao 1981) . If a radius of influence is assumed, how large should this radius be?
We approach this question in several ways, from very simple-assuming all rainfall on a day with an MD is caused by the MD-to sophisticated-identifying clusters. We produce a range of estimates with these methods and compare the results to previous results. We also examine the spatial distribution of mesoscale precipitating systems as an indicator of mesoscale organisation of convection in the vicinity of MDs.
Section 2 describes the data we use and the clustering method. In Sect. 3.1 we present upper bounds on mean and extreme rainfall attributable to monsoon depressions using the most naive attribution method. In Sect. 3.2 we show our estimates of MD rainfall attribution using several fixed radii of influence. Section 3.3 shows MD rainfall attribution using the clustering method, and in Sect. 3.4 we explore the types and spatial distribution of precipitating systems associated with monsoon depressions.
Data and methodology

ERA-interim
MD and LPA tracks were obtained using the tracking algorithm described in Sect. 2.3 on the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasting Interim Analyses (ERA-Interim; Dee et al. 2011 ).
TRMM
Our precipitation data is version 7 of the TRMM 3B42 product (Huffman et al. 2007 ), a multi-satellite product using the TRMM/Global Precipitation Mission (GPM) constellation consisting of the TRMM/GPM core precipitation radars and microwave imagers along with microwave and infrared satellites operated by a range of agencies. TRMM 3B42 is available at three-hourly means on a 0.25
• grid for 1998-present, making it ideal for statistical investigation of rainfall associated with synoptic scale systems in the tropics. It can be obtained at https ://mirad or.gsfc.nasa.gov/.
Database of precipitating systems from TRMM PR
One goal of this study is to characterise how monsoon depressions organise precipitation; we therefore require data that can, to some extent, measure the character and degree in organisation of precipitation. Houze et al. (2015) described a new database of precipitating systems-namely, shallow convective systems, convective cores, and broad-scale stratiform regions-observed by the TRMM precipitation radar (PR) in the 2A25 product. These precipitating systems are classified by the Houze et al. (2015) algorithm according to their reflectivity, vertical and horizontal size, and classification as convective or stratiform by the TRMM 2A23 product. The database can be downloaded from the University of Washington Atmospheric Sciences website (trmm.atmos .washi ngton .edu), and we will refer to it as the UW TRMM database. The database includes the locations of centres of precipitating objects and their time of observation, along with information about their horizontal and vertical sizes and statistics of precipitation within the systems.
The UW TRMM database consists of contiguous areas in the 2A25 product meeting specific thresholds. The types of precipitating systems that we use from the UW TRMM database are as follows: deep convective cores (30 dBZ reflectivity threshold, tops above 8 km); wide convective cores (30 dBZ threshold over a horizontal area at least 800 km 2 ); deep, wide cores meeting both of the previously stated criteria; and broad stratiform regions (contiguous regions designated stratiform by 2A23 at least 40,000 km 2 in size). These are the moderate thresholds in the UW TRMM database; the database also includes strong thresholds for each category (e.g., 40 dBZ reflectivity, 10 km height for deep convective cores). Houze et al. (2015) argue that moderate thresholds are best applied for systems over the ocean while strong thresholds are best applied for systems over land. However, strong threshold events are relatively uncommon in the Indian monsoon (Houze et al. 2015) , making moderate threshold events a better choice for robust statistics.
In this study, we count the total number of each type of UW TRMM precipitating system per MD as a function of distance from MD centre. We estimate the uncertainty on this using the bootstrap method of Efron (1979) , subsampling the data to generate 10,000 datasets of the same size as the original, and computing the standard deviation of this.
Monsoon depression tracks
Several studies have carried out objective, automated tracking on monsoon depressions (Hurley and Boos 2015; Hunt et al. 2016a ) and monsoon low-pressure systems (Praveen et al. 2015) ; in contrast to earlier works where tracking was done manually (e.g. Godbole 1977; Mooley and Shukla 1989; Sikka 2006 ).
Here, we use the algorithm of Hunt et al. (2016a) , which looks for positive anomalies in 850 hPa relative vorticity, as modified by Hunt and Turner (2017) and Hunt et al. (2018a) with one adjustment. It will be necessary to differentiate between depressions and the weaker but more common low-pressure systems (LPAs); to this end, we employ the definitions outlined by the India Meteorological Department (http://imd.gov.in/secti on/nhac/wxfaq .pdf). A low-pressure area is defined as one closed isobar in surface pressure at 2 hPa intervals, which must be within 3
• of the centre when the system is over land, or accompanied by surface winds not exceeding 17 knots ( 8.7 m s −1 ) if over sea. A depression (for our purposes, this category also includes 'deep' depressions) must have two to four closed isobars in surface pressure at 2 hPa intervals, which again must be within 3
• of the centre when the system is over land, or instead accompanied by surface winds of 17-33 knots ( 8.7−17 m s −1 ) if over sea. These categorisation switches are computed directly from the reanalysis data used to perform the tracking.
A point of definition: from hereon, 'monsoon depression' will refer to the whole track of any system that reaches at least depression status (as outlined above); 'low-pressure area' will refer to all parts of all tracks, including those that reach MD strength. Tracking is only carried out on vortices that meet at least the LPA criteria described in the previous paragraph, and only tracks (either part or whole) that occur in the months June to September are considered. Over the entire ERA-Interim archive , that gives us 109 MDs (of which 46 occur during the TRMM period) and 782 LPAs (of which 424 occur during the TRMM period).
Objective cluster identification
A core objective of this study is to identify coherent areas of precipitation, so that they might be linked (or not) to nearby synoptic activity. This requires the automated partitioning of precipitation footprints into an arbitrary (i.e. not preordained) number of clusters. We should also like our choice of clustering algorithm to work in a non-Euclidean geometry, to allow uneven cluster sizes, and have good scalability over the number of points used. Given these criteria, the most suitable choice of algorithm is the so-called density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN; Ester et al. 1996) . DBSCAN is additionally advantageous in that it permits background noise and highly nonlinear cluster shapes (such as those caused by certain orography) which would be inadequately partitioned by other algorithms.
Glossary
∀
For all members of the set . ∈ Elements of the set .
1 ∶= 2 Replace all elements of set 1 with the elements of set 2 .
1 ∪ 2 The union of sets 1 and 2 . ℝ n An n-dimensional coordinate space.
⌊X⌋
The floor of X, that is, its value rounded down to the nearest integer.
General description of the DBSCAN algorithm
All clustering algorithms require some parameter choice by the user, typically the number of clusters. For DBSCAN, two parameters are required: , the 'neighbourhood radius'; and , the minimum number of points to form a cluster core. The prescription is then:
1. Start from some random point P i that has not already been assigned to some cluster ( C j ) or as noise (N). 2. Find all points P j≠i that are within distance of P i . Call this set of points i . 3. Initiate a new cluster, C i , and assign P i as a core member of that cluster. 4. If | i | ≤ , assign P i as noise and return to (i). 5. ∀P j ∈ i , if P j ∈ N then assign P j as an outlier member of C i ; if P j ∉ N then assign it as a core member of C i . 6. Find all points P k≠j,k≠i that are within distance of P j .
Call this set of points j .
If unassigned points remain, return to (i).
Application of DBSCAN to precipitation data
Some adaptation is required for this algorithm to be applicable to precipitation data, which are on ℝ 3 , rather than ℝ 2 , as desired.
1 As clustering ought to depend on only the spatial distribution of the precipitation, and not its magnitude, we can collapse this degree of freedom without loss of generality. The method employed is as follows: consider some gridpoint (i, j), with instantaneous rainfall R ij (in mm hr −1 ), then distribute ⌊R ij ⌋ points in the gridbox centred on (i, j). There are two corollaries: firstly, we implicitly reject regions where rainfall is less than 1 mm hr
, and secondly, we still retain a degree of freedom in how these points are distributed (we choose arbitrarily to place them at random). These choices have a negligible qualitative effect on the outcome.
More important is the selection of the clustering parameters, and . There are objective approaches that can be taken to decide these, most commonly used among clustering applications is the silhouette score, defined thus:
1 That is to say the points are not only distributed in two dimensions but contain magnitude information.
where N is the total number of points, and where L i is the mean distance between P i and other members of its cluster, and i is the mean distance between P i and the nearest cluster of which it is not a member. This is a simple way to compare cohesion (how close points are to members of their own cluster) and separation (how close they are to members of other clusters), and works particularly well for cases where noise is low. We computed the mean silhouette score for twenty-four case studies that represented both MD days and non-MD days, representing different points in the monsoon season and diurnal cycle, across a selection of and . The computed optimum values were = 100 and = 60 km.
2 These are the parameters used for the example in Fig. 1b. 
Results
Upper bound on rainfall attributed to MDs
We begin with the most naive approach by attributing all rainfall on days with an MD in a given domain to the MD itself-this is also an upper bound on the rainfall attributable to MDs. In order to do this we must identify dates when MDs are near enough to South Asia to influence rainfall
there. Indian MDs usually form in the Bay of Bengal, make landfall in northeast India, and propagate toward northwest India (e.g. Hunt et al. 2016b ), i.e., across the monsoon core zone of Rajeevan et al. (2010) . We therefore test the effect of MDs on all of South Asia as well as on the monsoon core zone (Fig. 2) . ); b designated clusters demarcated by colour with assigned noise given in black, and the number of pixels in each cluster given in the legend We use the Indian monsoon depression tracks of Hunt et al. (2016b) and classify MD days and non MD days according to the following: if the tracking algorithm identifies an MD north of 12
• N or west of 90 • E at least once on a given date, the day is classified as an MD day for South Asia. If the algorithm identifies an MD north of 12
• N , the day is classified at an MD day for the monsoon core zone. These boundaries are indicated in Fig. 2 . This provides an extreme upper bound on the total rainfall that can be attributed to monsoon depressions.
The mean rainfall from TRMM 3B42 on MD days and non MD days is shown in Table 1 for South Asia and the monsoon core zone. In both domains, mean rainfall is higher on MD days than non-MD days-almost twice as high in the MCZ. As expected, MDs have greater impact on the MCZ than on South Asia as a whole, as the MCZ corresponds closely to their typical track (e.g. Hunt et al. 2016b ). However, in both regions and for both MD and non-MD days, the standard deviation in rainfall is much greater than the difference between the means. In other words, while on average rainfall is much higher on MD days, the presence or absence of an MD is not a strong predictor of rainfall over even the MCZ, given the large variability in monsoon rainfall. Subsequent results in this section will mostly focus on the MCZ since that is the region where MDs have the greatest effect.
The spatial pattern of mean rainfall on MD days and non MD days is shown in the upper panels of Fig. 3 . In the monsoon core zone and the Bay of Bengal, as well as the northern end of the peninsular west coast, MD days have ); b mean June-September rainfall on all MD days; c fraction of total June-September rainfall that occurred on MD days; d fraction of total June-September rainfall that occurred on days with low pressure areas. The yellow contour in c indicates 50% of rainfall occurred on MD days 1 3 considerably higher mean rain rates. However, the total contribution of MDs to rainfall in South Asia is usually less than 20% (Fig. 3c ). This is because MDs, as classified by the IMD, are rare, occurring on average three times per monsoon season (e.g., Sikka 1977) . The notable exception to this is in the far northwestern region, in the mountain range west of the Indus river in southern Pakistan. In this region MDs contribute around half of the June to September rainfall. Figure 3c suggests that many estimates of the contribution of MD rainfall to total rainfall in India, or various regions within India, are probably too high. Some of these estimates (e.g., Hurley and Boos 2015) included weaker but more frequently occurring monsoon low pressure areas-when all such systems are included (Fig 3d) , the maximum rainfall attributable is much higher.
Assuming a fixed radius of influence
A simple way to compute precipitation attribution is to assign a fixed radius of influence to the systems, and assume that all precipitation occurring within that radius is caused by the system.
3 There are two sources of uncertainty here: firstly, tropical convection is present in the background regardless of cyclone passage, and it is unreasonable to assert that, for example, an isolated convective cell hundreds of kilometres from the centre has been triggered by the system; secondly, determining the correct (or effective) radius of influence is not trivial. That having been said, it provides a useful benchmark given a sensible estimate for the radius of influence, and has been used in previous studies (Hurley and Boos 2015; Hunt et al. 2018c) . Figure 4 shows the fraction of summer (June-September) precipitation for which (a) monsoon depressions and (b) monsoon LPAs are responsible, assuming a fixed radius of influence of 800 km. In each case, the tracks have been separated into clusters using a k-means method, the aim being to produce as many clusters as possible subject to the criterion that they were significantly different from each other. There were 109 tracked depressions in the period 1979-2016, of which 46 existed in the TRMM period (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) (2015) (2016) . The attribution fraction peaks over the head of the Bay of Bengal, and along coastal areas of Odisha and West Bengal, where it averages about 25% (as much as a third in some places). The fraction diminishes but remains significant over most of the monsoon core zone, and is still over 15% as far west as Gujarat. The depression tracks are separated into two distinct categories by k-means, each of which populate about half the catalogue: both originate at the head of the Bay of Bengal; one type then propagates an average of 800 km inland (this type is more prevalent earlier in the season), the other, 1700 km. Both types are significant contributors to the precipitation.
Comparing Fig. 3c with Fig. 4 a reveals an intriguing result: the majority of rainfall over the mountains and plateau of southwestern Pakistan falls on MD days. Though a fraction of MD and LPA tracks do propagate this far, we cannot rule out a more remote influence of monsoon depressions on rainfall in South Asia's arid northwest, which will be examined in future work.
Low pressure areas are considerably more numerous: of the 782 tracked in ERA-Interim (1979 -2016 , 424 were during the TRMM period (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) (2015) (2016) . Their 800 km fixed radius contribution to monsoon precipitation is given (a) Monsoon depressions (b) Monsoon low-pressure areas Fig. 4 Fraction of monsoon precipitation attributed to a depressions, b low-pressure areas using an 800 km radius of influence. For each type of system, k-means clustering was used to separate the tracks into statistically significant clusters, whose mean path and population frequency are also shown in Fig. 4b . According to this method, approximately 60% of rainfall in the monsoon core zone can be attributed to these LPAs. This fraction reaches almost 80% for a sizable area over parts of northwest peninsular India and the Bay of Bengal. The footprint is similar to that of Fig. 4a , although the magnitude is somewhat greater; one key difference, however, is the contribution of precipitation over Pakistan and the Arabian Sea from systems off the west coast of India. Though noisy, some of the values in this area exceed 80%. There are four distinct types of monsoon LPA: two of them, in blue and orange, are analogous to the two types of depression, and comprise more than three quarters of the population. The other two are relatively short-lived and slow-moving systems existing over the east coast of Sri Lanka and in the east Arabian Sea respectively. We have already mentioned the contribution of the latter, but it seems that the former contributes little, if any, precipitation to the monsoon.
Clustering
The clustering algorithm outlined in Sect. 2 was applied to 19 years of gridded precipitation data (TRMM 3B42, 1998-2016, 0.25 • resolution), selected summer climatologies from which are shown in Fig. 5 . Figure 5a shows, for June-September, the fraction of time for which an identified cluster is present. We note that the broad structure is quite similar to that of mean summer rainfall (e.g. Sperber et al. 2013): there are maxima upstream of the Western Ghats (India) and the Arakan and Tenasserim ranges (Myanmar), weaker maxima along the Himalayan foothills and in the monsoon core zone, and minima in the south peninsula rain shadow and towards the arid northwest. Figure 5b shows the climatological median cluster size 4 over the same period. These are most simply interpreted as a metric of the characteristic scale of precipitation organisation at a given point. There are two significant maxima-the larger of which is centered over the Bay of Bengal, spreading over much of central India, and the smaller of which is located in the Arabian Sea.
These clusters provide us with coherent mesoscale to synoptic-scale areas of related precipitation; we assume that it is probable that all precipitation in a given cluster is caused by the same mechanism (e.g. orography, cyclone, or MCS). Now, armed with a database of these precipitation clusters, we can attempt to assign them to depressions and LPAs to determine attribution.
It is not immediately clear how to approach this, so let us examine the relationship between radius-of-influence and attributable fraction for some idealised cases. For each scenario, the mean of 1000 runs is used. Consider a simplified monsoon core zone ( 15−25
• N, 70−85 • E ), into which a 'depression' centre is randomly placed. In the simplest case, we set rainfall to be homogeneous: 10 units per pixel inside the hypothetical depression, and 1 unit per pixel outside; we also hold the depression radius constant at 300 km. Then, we apply the fixed radius-ofinfluence technique used in the previous subsection, across a range of radii, computing the attribution fraction that each radius-of-influence gives. This is given by the solid green line in Fig. 6 . It grows quadratically with radius, as expected, until a gradient discontinuity at the depression radius (300 km); thereafter it grows as a much slower quadratic, slowly becoming linear (and eventually asymptotic to 1) as boundary effects become appreciable. The correct attribution fraction, ∼ 0.6 , which can be read off the right-hand limit of the perfect-cluster line, is at the discontinuity, which here is also the prescribed depression radius. Let us now add an element of complexity, by allowing the depression radius to randomly vary between 200 and 400 km. The resulting change is given by the dashed green line in Fig. 6 , and is slight: the only significant change is a smoothing of the discontinuity of the constant-radius case. Again, for reasons that should now be clear, the correct attribution fraction (which is slightly higher than the previous case) is found at the minimum of the second derivative, the knee of the curve. Of course, precipitation is not homogeneous, if it were we would not be able to cluster it. Therefore, we next replace our flat rainfall with some simple heterogeneous blobs, prescribed as follows: two 'stratiform' blobs of radius 100 km and rain rate 5 units per pixel with centres inside the depression radius; and ten 'convective' blobs of radius 10 km with rain rates of 10 units per pixel, placed randomly in the domain. This was subject to the same computation as for homogeneous rainfall, and is given by the solid (constant depression radius) and dashed (variable radius) magenta lines in Fig. 6 . In this case, variance of the depression radius no longer exhibits any significant control on the attribution function because the area-integrated rainfall is fixed in the setup. The correct attribution fraction in this example is about 0.71, but there is no way to extract this value from the naïve attribution function: using the second derivative as we did before now produces an overestimate, even knowing the depression radius is not useful-the two lines intersect the correct fraction at radii of 332 km and 351 km respectively. This naïve method is clearly inadequate for heterogeneous rainfall.
So, how does the more 'intelligent' clustering algorithm fare at attribution? Firstly, each individual cluster is tagged, and if any part of any cluster falls within the radius of influence, then the whole cluster is attributed. This calculation is given by the grey line in Fig. 6 . Secondly, a slight change-only those clusters with a large area are attributed, the smaller 'convective' blobs are not, mimicking a perfect noise-removing cluster technique (as discussed in Sect. 2.4), this is given by the black line. The imperfect clustering technique outperforms the naïve method, estimation of the attribution function from the knee of the curve yields a 2% overestimate, an improvement on the earlier 6%. However, linear growth persists for overly large radii of influence. The perfect clustering method, by definition, is asymptotic to the correct attribution fraction; the extremum of its second derivative is therefore a slight underestimate ( ∼ 2% ). In reality, our clustering algorithm falls somewhere in between the two (more likely closer to the imperfect regime than not), but in the case of heterogeneous rainfall, will outperform the fixed radius of influence method. Now that we can correctly interpret these attribution functions, let us compare them using real data for monsoon LPAs and depressions. Figure 7 shows the mean attributable fraction in the monsoon core zone for both LPAs (blue) and depressions (red) at a range of radii of influence. Monsoon rainfall in general is extremely heterogeneous, and during periods of synoptic activity, also embedded in large clusters. This is clear in the difference between the fixed radius and cluster attribution methods for each type of system, and Fig. 6 Attribution fraction as a function of radius of influence for the naïve fixed-radius and cluster-based attribution techniques applied to selected idealised cases. Details of the algorithms, idealisations, and applications are given in Sect. 3.3 Fig. 7 Comparison of mean values of attributable fraction of rainfall in the monsoon core zone (June-September) for MDs (red) and LPAs (blue), and cluster-based (cross) and fixed-radius (circle), for a range of capture radii indicates that the naïve fixed radius technique could produce quite poor estimates of precipitation attribution fraction.
Using the analysis from Fig. 6 , we can read off the radiiof-influence for depressions and low pressure areas in Fig. 7 . Doing so, we retrieve a fairly conservative value of 200 km and hence attribution fractions over the monsoon core zone of 17% and 56%; these are necessarily upper bounds. This intuitively seems like a small radius-of-influence, but we recall that once any part of a labelled precipitation cluster falls within this radius, the whole cluster is attributed. Thus, it is best to interpret this figure in the context of Fig. 5b for example the mean cluster size over the BoB and MCZ is about 800 quarter-degree pixels, which corresponds to a length scale of ∼ 780 km . Adding this number in quadrature with the stated 200 km returns the 800 km value suggested by the fixed-radius method. Figure 8 shows how the attribution is distributed spatially for each type of system, along with the main track types for each system (see text associated with Fig. 4 for discussion on these). Spatially, the pattern is similar to that retrieved with the fixed radius-of-influence method, though slightly noisier, slightly lower in magnitude, and with smaller gradient. The last is a result of removing (or at least, mitigating) the effect of convolution with the track density function. In the case of depressions, the maximum, at the head of the Bay of Bengal, reaches a little over 30%; for LPAs, the maximum also extends reasonably far inland and across the peninsula, where its value is about 70%.
Mean values of the LPA and MD attribution fractions for a selection of domain choices are given in Table 2 , for both the fixed-radius and cluster methods. These are given primarily as precipitation-weighted means (indicating the fraction of total precipitation in the domain that is attributable) as well as just an area-average attribution fraction (which (a) Monsoon depressions (b) Monsoon low-pressure areas Fig. 8 As Fig. 4 , but determining attribution using the clustered precipitation method. All clusters that come within 200 km of the system centre are attributed. Note that the colour scales differ between figures Table 2 Precipitation-weighted mean attribution fractions for LPAs and MDs in three domains (the monsoon core zone, all India, and the domain) computed using both the fixed-radius and cluster methods Fig. 9 Regions coloured by the LPA type responsible for the most precipitation. White stippling indicates where more than half the monsoon precipitation is attributed to LPAs; the white area indicates where no monsoon precipitation is attributed to LPAs has less physical meaning). The cluster-based attribution method indicates that over 90% of monsoonal precipitation in the MCZ is caused by LPAs (30% of which is caused by MDs); whereas 65% of monsoon rainfall over all India is caused by LPAs (25% of which is caused by MDs). These values are comparable to the bounds computed in earlier work (Hurley and Boos 2015; Praveen et al. 2015) . Table 3 provides a state-by-state, cluster-by-cluster breakdown of the attribution values.
We finalise this discussion by looking at the relative importance of the type of LPA in monsoon precipitation. Using the track types outlined in Fig. 4b , which we shall refer to by their genesis basin (i.e. Sri Lankan, BoB long, BoB short, and Arabian Sea), Fig. 9 identifies the category of LPA reponsible for bringing the most precipitation to each region. For reference, these values are tabulated in the "Appendix" section. The resulting partitions are intuitive: the short-lived Sri Lankan LPAs dominate the synoptic rainfall over Sri Lanka and parts of Tamil Nadu; the Arabian Sea systems are the major source of synoptic precipitation over almost the entirety of the Arabian Sea, as well as much of southwest Pakistan and Afghanistan, where they are responsible for over half of all precipitation; the common, shortlived BoB systems are associated with most precipitation across central and north India, as well as over the head of the Bay of Bengal; however, the less common but longer lived Bay of Bengal systems deliver the majority of rainfall to northwest India. While it has been commonplace in previous studies to separate systems by their genesis basin (i.e. Bay of Bengal, Arabian Sea, or land), we have not pursued that here as there is no evidence to suggest that genesis location is a better predictor for rainfall than the whole track. For the curious reader, however, we give the fractions of each cluster whose tracks have geneses over land: Sri Lankan-40.5%; BoB long-67.2%; BoB short-38.6%; Arabian Sea-24.1%.
Characteristics of precipitating systems around MDs
The heavy rainfall associated with monsoon depressions suggests that the synoptic forcing within depressions organises deep convection. One therefore might expect more organised convection within the radius of influence of MDs. We use the UW TRMM database of precipitating systems as seen by the TRMM PR as a rough objective identification of convective organisation. In particular, we expect broad stratiform regions to occur more frequently where synoptic and mesoscale flows have organised convection. Deep convective cores are expected to occur both as disorganised 'popcorn' convection and embedded within mesoscale convective systems. Figure 10 shows the number density of precipitating system types within a range of distances from MD centre. The TRMM PR had a swath width of 247 km, meaning that many events are missed; the reader should therefore focus on the change in the number with radius rather than the values on the y axis. For all radii, deep convective cores are most common and broad stratiform regions are least common. For a radius of 100 km, few precipitating systems of any category are observed, and most categories have the highest density within about 400 km of MD centre, slightly further than the conservative radius of influence determined in Sect. 3.3.
The density of deep convective cores changes little with radius beyond 100 km, suggesting that these types occur under a range of synoptic conditions and contribute to the noise which is filtered out in the clustering algorithm. The density of BSRs-the type most likely to be associated with organised convection-is highest at about 300 or 400 km distance and drops off with increasing radii after that. This is consistent with the expectation that monsoon depressions will organise convection near-but not at-MD centre. The density of wide convective cores also decreases with radius, but with larger uncertainty.
Discussion
Monsoon depressions (MDs) and their weaker-but more numerous-counterparts, monsoon low-pressure areas (LPAs) are the canonical rain-bringers of the Indian summer monsoon. Despite several previous efforts to quantify the fraction of monsoonal precipitation for which the former are responsible, there has been a failure to reach consensus, with estimates ranging from 15-50%. The singular Fig. 10 Number of UW TRMM precipitating system types within a given distance from MD centre, separated by type, per 10,000 km 2 . See Sect. 2.2.1 for descriptions of types. All types identified occurred within three hours of the time at which the MD location was identified. Confidence intervals calculated by bootstrapping study attempting to quantify the latter found only that the result was dependent on the selected 'radius of influence', an unknown quantity.
In this study, we started with the premise that the radius of influence must also be a sought quantity, before exploring a number of different attribution techniques to determine bounds on the actual fraction of monsoon rainfall that can be attributed to both MDs and LPAs. Using a database of 109 MDs and 782 LPAs, we first approached a solution to the upper bound by making the approximation that all precipitation that falls while a system is active in the domain is caused by that system. The resulting spatial maps of attribution fraction for MDs (LPAs) revealed substantial inhomogeneity: a maximum of almost 20% (80%) in the Bay of Bengal, between 10 and 20% (60-80%) over much of the monsoon core zone (MCZ); and despite being negligible almost everywhere else, was in excess of 50% over parts of Pakistan.
We then refined this estimate by imposing a fixed radiusof-influence, assuming that all precipitation occurring within that distance from a system centre is attributable to that system. Using theoretical considerations, we showed that an appropriate choice of radius is ∼ 800 km , which suggests that MDs and LPAs are responsible for 15% and 52% of all monsoonal precipitation in the MCZ respectively, and 10% and 37% over all India, respectively.
The fixed-radius method is subject to substantial noise from unrelated small-scale convective events and orographic precipitation, as well as potential under-counting where large-scale features extend beyond the chosen radius-ofinfluence. To mitigate against these sources of uncertainty, we introduced a precipitation clustering technique that groups together contiguous and almost-contiguous areas of rainfall, while rejecting smaller scale features that are typically not caused by synoptic-scale circulations. A climatology of these clusters revealed that the region in which they are largest (and thus, presumably, where synoptic organisation has the largest effect) is in the central Bay of Bengal, with a secondary maximum over the Arabian Sea, where the typical radii were ∼ 400 km and ∼ 350 km respectively.
This technique also required a choice of radius-of-influence-differing from the previous case in that if any part of a precipitation cluster falls within the radius, the whole cluster is attributed. We found that an appropriate radius, which provided an upper bound for attributable precipitation, was 200 km, whose selection has substantially less error than for the fixed-radius technique. This clustering method indicated that MDs and LPAs are responsible for 17% and 57% of all monsoonal precipitation in the MCZ respectively, and 12% and 44% over all India, respectively.
To more clearly highlight regional contributions, we employed a k-means partitioning technique to separate monsoon LPA tracks into four distinct categories. Short-lived but numerous systems originating in the Bay of Bengal dominate the contribution over almost the entire Indian peninsula, distinct longer-lived systems whose genesis is also in the Bay of Bengal are the major precipitation source over northwest India; whereas systems arising in the Arabian Sea are only of particular importance over south Pakistan, and those with genesis near Sri Lanka produce a moderate contribution to rainfall only there and over some parts of Tamil Nadu. For a full inventory, the reader is encouraged to refer to the table in the Appendix.
Finally, we used the University of Washington TRMM database of precipitating events to ascertain how rainfall is organised around MDs; the density of deep convective cores were found to vary little with radial distance from the MD centre, suggesting that they likely exist regardless of the presence of an MD. Conversely, the densities of wide convective cores, deep and wide convective cores, and especially broad stratiform regions were found to vary significantly with radius, suggesting that these are synoptically organised. This lends further observational evidence to support the clustering attribution method.
Future work will look at, in particular, the manner in which low-pressure areas can remotely trigger precipitation over arid areas of Pakistan and Afghanistan; as well as how the results presented here change in the context of extreme precipitation.
